Furnishing:
“House Erika” offers you three lovely,
fully furnished apartments.
(illustrated on the schematic
drawings).
Apart from Sat-TV, we also offer
you high speed internet access.
Our kitchens are well equipped with
coffee maker, hot water kettle, dishwasher, microwave, toaster etc.
There will be a hairdryer, a slide and
a highchair for your child.
If you like fresh bread rolls for breakfast, it can be provided by our bread
delivery service.
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Ground Floor:
(for 5 people)
room 1 (1 single and 1 bunk bed)
room 2 (double bed)
kitchen-lounge, bathroom and WC
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Prices Winter 2009/10:
From € 88,-- to € 112,--/day
Prices Summer 2009:
From € 35,-- to € 49,--/day
Price off-season:
on request
Tax: € 1,95/day (for persons
over 16 years)
Final cleaning: € 40,-- (fixed amount)
Linen/towels: € 8,50 per person
animals: € 10,-- (fixed amount)
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Middle Floor:
(for 5 people)
room 1 (1 single and 1 bunk bed)
room 2 (double bed)
kitchen-lounge, bathroom with WC
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“House Erika”, located at 1500m N.N . in the middle of the ski arena
Sonnenalpe Nassfeld in Austria, is situated next to the Tressdorfer Almweg.
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Contact:
Angela Arzl, Oberbach 32,
Austria, 6671 Weißenbach,
Tel: +43-(0)5678-5459 or
K. H. Miggitsch: +43-(0)69911336406
Tel/Fax +43-(0)4255-2096
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Upper floor:
(mansard for 4 people)
room 1 (2 single beds)
room 2 (double bed)
kitchen-lounge, bathroom and WC

Nassfeld is one of the biggest ski resorts, with the most modern
ski-lift facilities in Carinthia.
“House Erika” is the ideal starting point for hiking, mountain- and motorbike tours.
Are you afflicted by summer heat or pollen? What are you waiting for - come to
the alp and enjoy the fresh air.

Over 110 km of slopes at all
levels, are prepared daily and
with snow plant facilities,
winter fun is always assured.

Chirping birds and the melodic sound
of cow bells let you forget about the
noise and stressful city life.
Fresh clean air and friendly people.
Take a seat - listen to the sound of
nature around you and glide with
your eyes over green alp grassland
and mountains.
Nassfeld is a geologically unique area,
rich in fossils, rare plants
and a large variety of wild animals.

No less than 30 ski-lifts offer
skiing and snow boarding
under perfect conditions,
without long queuing times.
A daily weather forecast can be found
live on ORF2 and 3Sat or on our
homepage www.nassfeld.arzl.net

Hiking, nordic walking, swimming,
fishing, mountain biking, rock climbing,
Stanley-Rider, mountain roller, museums;
motorcycling tours on curvaceous streets.
The “Nature arena Nassfeld” offers
lots of attractive possibilities!

Non-skiers can enjoy the beautiful
landscape via cross-country skiing
and extensive snow walking-tours.
A free-of-cost ski-bus transports
guests down to the valley, for
enjoyment of cross-country skiing
and ice-skating on nearby lakes.

Feel like going for a swim? - then off
to the “Gailtaler bathtub” - the warm
Presseggersee.
Or after just 1,5 hours drive you can also
sunbath on a beach in Italy.
Presseggersee

Nassfeld also offers lots of attractive
entertainment for kids. Wide nursery
slopes located near the Tressdorfer Alm
offer safetyfirst baby lifts for that
“first tentative steps on the planks”
and penguin BOBO, the ski-school mascot,
supports all the beginners.

A must for all gourmets is a visit to
one of the cosy and folksy mountain
cabins. A taste of the famous
“Gailtaler Speck” (ham), fresh milk,
butter and cheese, traditional
“Kärntner” noodles and lots of other
local specialities - enjoyed in fresh
mountain air is a guarantee for a
recreative and healthy holiday.

I am looking forward to welcome you to
our “House Erika” on the sunny Nassfeld
in Austria.
Angela Arzl

In just a couple of minutes you can “
Walk over” to Italy, where you can
enjoy Italian cuisine.
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